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WASHINGTON: US President Donald Trump gave
popular Chinese-owned video app TikTok six weeks to
sell its US operations to an American company, saying
Monday it would be “out of business” otherwise, and
that the government wanted a financial benefit from the
deal.

“It’s got to be an American company... it’s got to be
owned here,” Trump said. “We don’t want to have any
problem with security.” Trump said that Microsoft was
in talks to buy TikTok, which has as many as one billion
worldwide users who make quirky 60-second videos
with its smartphone app. But US officials say the app
constitutes a national security risk because it could
share millions of Americans’ personal data with Chinese
intelligence. Trump gave the company’s Chinese parent
ByteDance until mid-September to strike a deal.

“I set a date of around September 15, at which point
it’s going to be out of business in the United States,” he
said. Whatever the price is, he said, “the United States
should get a very large percentage of that price
because we’re making it possible.” Trump compared
the demand for a piece of the pie to a landlord
demanding under-the-table “key money” from a new
tenant, a practice widely illegal including in New York,
where the billionaire president built his real estate
empire. “TikTok is a big success, but a big portion of it
is in the country,” he said. “I think it’s very fair.”

But Trump also threw a surprise new condition in
any deal, saying the sale of TikTok’s US business would
have to result in a significant payout to the US Treasury
for initiating it. “A very substantial portion of that price
is going to have to come into the Treasury of the
United States, because we’re making it possible for this
deal to happen,” Trump told reporters.

“They don’t have any rights unless we give it to
them,” he said.

Sell or shut down 
The pressure for a sale of TikTok’s US and inter-

national business, based in Los Angeles, left the
company and ByteDance facing tough decisions.
Trump has made TikTok the latest front in the ongo-
ing political and trade battles between Washington
and Beijing.

The app has been under formal investigation on
US national security grounds because it collects
large amounts of personal data on all its users and is
legally bound to share that with authorities in Beijing
if they demand it. Both its huge user base and its
algorithm for collecting data make it hugely valuable.

But being forced by the US government to sell at
least its US business or be shut down-and to then split
the sale price with the US Treasury as Trump is
demanding-was an almost unheard-of tactic.

Shutting down could force users to switch to com-
petitors, and many content creators are already
encouraging followers to follow them on other social
media platforms. “The most obvious beneficiaries are
Snapchat, Facebook and Twitter, with Snapchat likely
being the biggest beneficiary,” said investment analysts
at Lightshed Partners. Earlier Monday, ByteDance
founder Zhang Yiming acknowledged the hefty pres-
sure and said in a letter to staff, reported by Chinese
media, that they were working around-the-clock “for
the best outcome.” 

“We have always been committed to ensuring user
data security, as well as the platform neutrality and
transparency,” Zhang said.

However, he said, the company faces “mounting
complexities across the geopolitical landscape and sig-
nificant external pressure.”  He said the company must
confront the challenge from the United States, though
“without giving up exploring any possibilities.”
According to Britain’s The Sun newspaper Monday, as
a possible consequence of the pressure, ByteDance is
planning to relocate TikTok’s global operations to
Britain. 

Pushing back 
China’s foreign ministry pushed back Monday, call-

ing Washington hypocritical for demanding TikTok be
sold. “The US is using an abused concept of national
security and, without providing any evidence, is making
presumptions of guilt and issuing threats to relevant

companies,” said spokesman Wang Wenbin. “This goes
against the principle of market economy and exposes
the hypocrisy and typical double standards of the US
in upholding so-called fairness and freedom,” he
added.

‘Outright bullying’
Meanwhile, China accused the United States yester-

day of “outright bullying” over popular video app
TikTok, after President Donald Trump ramped up pres-
sure for its US operations to be sold to an American
company.

“This goes against the principles of the market
economy and the (World Trade Organization’s) princi-
ples of openness, transparency and non-discrimina-
tion,” said foreign ministry spokesman Wang Wenbin.

A day earlier, President Trump gave TikTok six
weeks to sell its US operations, in the latest escalation

to an ongoing political and trade battle between
Washington and Beijing.

The app has been under formal investigation on US
national security grounds, because it collects large
amounts of personal data on users and is legally bound
to share it with authorities in Beijing if they demand it.
But Wang told a regular press briefing yesterday: “The
US, without providing any evidence, has been using an
abused concept of national security... unjustifiably sup-
pressing certain non-US companies.”

He said the national security grounds for the US’s
clampdown on Chinese firms “does not hold water”,
adding that the companies conduct their business
activities in accordance with international rules and US
laws. “But the US is cracking down on them on
trumped-up charges. This is all political manipulation,”
said Wang, who warned the US not to “open Pandora’s
box”. — Agencies
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Trump gives TikTok 6 weeks to sell or shut down
‘It’s got to be an American company... it’s got to be owned here’

“I set a date of around September 15, at which point Tik Tok’s going to be out of business
in the United States,” US President Trump said Monday. —AFP

British billionaire Richard Branson could shoot into space
on his Virgin Galactic aircraft as its first passenger early
next year, the company said, potentially blazing a path for
commercial flights.

US ‘cloud’ supremacy 
has Europe worried 
PARIS: Europe is sitting on a wealth of data that is the
21st century equivalent of a precious metal mine dur-
ing the gold rush. But instead of exploiting it them-
selves Europeans may be allowing American tech
giants to gain control of all the excavation equipment,
some experts say, pointing to a flurry of European
companies announcing deals with US tech players for
cloud services.

Renault, Orange, Deutsche Bank, and Lufthansa
recently plumped for Google Cloud. Volkswagen
signed up with Amazon Web Services. The French
health ministry chose Microsoft to house its research
data. The cloud is a term for offering data storage and
processing services externally so clients don’t need to
invest as much in costly gear. 

This trend has sparked concern particularly in
Germany, which has a rich trove of data thanks to its
powerful industrial sector. The EU is “losing its influ-
ence in the digital sphere at the moment it is taking a
central role in the continent’s economy” warned a
recent report by a group of experts and media leaders
under the leadership of the former head of German
software firm SAP, Henning Kagermann. 

“The majority of European data is stocked outside
of Europe, or, if stocked in Europe, is on servers that
belong to non-European firms,” it noted. 

‘Convenience or sellout’ 
A senior French official recently delivered an even

more blunt assessment in a meeting with IT profes-
sionals. “We have an enormous security and sover-
eignty issue with clouds” said the official at the meet-
ing, which AFP attended on the condition of respecting
the anonymity of participants.

“In many cases it is convenience or a sellout” by
European companies and institutions “because it is
simpler” to sign up with US tech giants than find
European options, said the official.

“However we have very good firms offering cloud
and data services,” he added. One of the causes of
concern for Europeans comes from the Cloud Act, a
piece of legislation adopted in 2018 that gives US
intelligence agencies access in certain cases to data
hosted by US firms, no matter where the server may be
physically located. “My company is American and I
know very well what the implications are of the legis-
lation,” said a Franco-American executive.

“And given what is happening in US policy debates,
that situation won’t be getting better.”

Beyond the integrity of data, it is the capacity to
analyze and exploit that information that worries many
European experts and policymakers.

Processing power  
If in Europe “we are just capable of generating data

and need others to exploit it then we are going to end
up in the same situation as countries with mineral
resources that rely on others to process it and end up
with meager economic benefits,” said the French offi-
cial. The French and Germans unveiled in June the
GAIA-X project that aims to develop a competitive
European cloud offer.

Rather than encourage the development of a
European champion-in the mold of Airbus in response
to Boeing-that would offer the full gamut of services,
the project takes a different tack. It aims to set stan-
dards so different firms could offer storage, process-
ing, security and artificial intelligence services seam-
lessly. It would operate as a marketplace of sorts
where each client could find the services they need
without having to leave European jurisdiction.

It is hoped GAIA-X’s decentralized model might
prove a better fit with the issues raised by treatment of
data from connected devices. — AFP

Branson space-bound 
in early 2021, 
says Virgin Galactic
WASHINGTON: Richard Branson could shoot into
space on his Virgin Galactic aircraft as its first passen-
ger early next year, the company said, potentially blaz-
ing a path for commercial flights.

The company has repeatedly pushed back the date it
will take the first tourists outside earth’s atmosphere
and said 600 people have forked out $250,000 to
reserve a seat.

Virgin Galactic said Monday it “expects to advance
to the next phase of its test flight program” in the fall
with two manned flights. “Assuming both flights demon-
strate the expected results, Virgin Galactic anticipates
Sir Richard Branson’s flight to occur in the first quarter
of 2021,” the company said in a statement. The ground-
breaking flight by Branson-Virgin Galactic’s founder-
would pave the way for commercial voyages to begin.

The program has been hit by serious snags, however,
with a devastating crash in 2014 caused by pilot error
delaying the development of passenger aircraft
SpaceShipTwo.

Getting tourists into space is not a simple exercise.
The spacecraft will be taken up by a special plane and
released at high altitude. Seconds later, the spaceship-
part plane, part rocket-will ignite its engine and blast
upward with an acceleration of 3.5 g, meaning three and
a half times that of Earth’s gravitational force. It will then
cut off the engine, which will create a feeling of weight-
lessness for a few minutes as the spacecraft reaches its
highest point, about 80 kilometers (50 miles) above the
planet, and then begin its descent. It will glide to land at
Spaceport America, built in the New Mexico desert.
Branson has set a series of aviation and nautical adven-
ture records, although he failed, despite numerous
attempts, to become the first person to circumnavigate
the globe non-stop in a balloon.—AFP

Gloomy earnings 
hit European 
stocks, BP jumps
LONDON: European shares slipped yesterday
as disappointing earnings reports from Diageo
and Bayer took the shine off a jump in growth-
linked cyclical stocks, while investors awaited
signs of progress on more U.S. fiscal stimulus.
The world’s largest spirits maker, Diageo Plc,
slid 6.3 percent as it reported a bigger-than-
expected decline in underlying net sales across
all markets except North America, bucking a
trend which has seen alcohol producers
propped up by supermarket sales during lock-
downs.

German drugs and pesticides group Bayer
also fell 3.6 percent as moves to settle lawsuits
over its Roundup weedkiller helped drive a 9.5
billion euro ($11.2 billion) loss. Energy major BP
by contrast jumped 7 percent as it used results
to bring forward plans to speed its reinvention as
a lower carbon company, funded in part by $25
billion in asset sales by 2025.

Oil & gas led gains among industrial sectors
with a 2.4 percent rise, while automakers and
banks rose between 1.5 percent and 2 percent.
The pan-European STOXX 600 slipped 0.2 per-
cent overall, with UK and German stocks both
down. After a stunning recovery since March
lows that has seen the STOXX 600 climb nearly
36 percent, European stocks have wobbled in
recent weeks on concerns about a resurgence in
coronavirus cases.

“We’re already trading at high levels in equity
markets, from here on it’s going to be more chal-
lenging,” said Elwin de Groot, head of macro
strategy at Rabobank. “The economy has been
recovering in the last couple of months, but it
remains to be seen whether activity can make
headway, given the geopolitical situation and in
some areas new lockdowns, although targeted,
are being implemented.”

Doubts over the progress of a US coronavirus
aid package and a diplomatic tussle over
Chinese tech companies’ operations in the
United States also kept investors on edge.
Banking-heavy Italian and Spanish indexes were
both higher, as data showed Italy standing out as
the main beneficiary of the European Central
Bank’s efforts to support a virus-stricken euro
zone economy. Of the 57 percent of companies
listed on the STOXX 600 that have reported so
far, nearly 62 percent have topped analysts’
much-reduced expectations for results, accord-
ing to Refinitiv data.—Reuters


